Second Term Marks Start Of 3 Classes

Three new courses, which have been added to the curricula of Central's three high schools, will give students a greater variety of occupational fields.

Along with the revolution in the high school science programs, there has been a revolution taking place in the high school mathematics program. Recent integration and general probability and statistics have been integrated into the mathematics curriculums. New mathematics semesters will be taught for the first time.

Through the formal mathematics developed is abstract, linear algebra application is immediate and concrete. Linear algebra studies, in detail, forces that are in varying strength and direction at buildings, forces that attract or repel atoms.

The Central students will also discover the ways available to make explicitly stated relationships between physical events; the way mathematics relates to the speed of light, to force, energy, and velocity and acceleration.

A course known as Commercial Food Preparation is now being offered here at Central. This class was inaugurated last September and the training takes place in the Board of Education Food Preparation Center.

Open to both boys and girls, this course requires three hours daily of class and one hour of practical training. After a year of such training, some of the students will work in the schools or some will go into food preparation from high school, they will be ready to seek employment in the food service industry.

There are several objectives of the course: (1) to give high school students an opportunity to learn the basic skills needed for employment in the food industry; (2) to provide the food service industry with a continual supply of trained personnel; (3) to emphasize the economic values of food service industry by improving the training of personnel, offering the opportunity, (4) to make food service more attractive and desirable career, and (5) to inform youth of the opportunities of employment in the expanding food service industry.

Light Service Auto Mechanics is a new course added to Central's agenda of studies for the second semester.

The class, which meets in the auto shop seven hours, is for Personalized Curriculum Program students. It is small in size, consisting of only about ten students.

The purpose of the course is to provide training in automobile service. The class, which is taught from a vocational approach, both emphasizes on such items as tune-ups and periodic maintenance of automobiles.

Speaking on the value of the class, Mr. Charles Clark replied, "This will give boys with a background in a previous automobile background and should be able to work, who have background skills suitable for placement in the automobile service field."

---

Auditorium Work Underway

Contractors and remodelers began changes in Central's auditorium after the front entranceway of the building this week. The work began completion in approximately four months.

A fixture of a time was a foot lowering in the auditorium respectively, toward the middle of the room, was one reason for the new plans. The auditorium was originally built in this style shape to facilitate maintenance.

The auditorium floor will slope gradually down from the south end toward the stage. The new auditorium will be an improvement in that there will be "no blind spots" and the seating such as there have been in the center of the two back sections.

Seating in the auditorium will accommodate an audience of 541, and there will be no central aisle.

However, the plans include a break in the rows between an exit floor which now opens on the main corridor and a new exit door to the outside which will be built on the west side of the room. New lights will be an asset also, and there will be no natural light because of the lack of windows.

The south front entrance way, remodeling will include the installation of two aluminum fire doors, doors that rest just inside the main door and a second located at the point where the entranceway and the main corridor meet.

The bell, which now sits in the Light Service Auto outside main door, will be moved to the lobby case on the opposite side of the entranceway.

In the place where the bell now is located, a second stair way will be installed as an exit from the balcony to the rear floor and stairway which now connects the rest of the buildings to the balcony on the first floor.

The remodeling, which will cost approximately $5000.00, will necessarily eliminate the use of the south auditorium for some of Central's traditional social events, but an attempt will be made for during the second semes ter term.

Four Join Teaching Staff As New Semester Starts

With the change in semester program and beginning of new classes, new teachers assumed their positions Monday, February 7. Four teachers have been added to Central's staff and two teachers from the first semester have resigned.

James Harper, who works part-time as a disc jockey at station WKMF and has substituted throughout the semester at Central, has joined the English staff for the semester.

Joseph Thraen, a Central graduate, has added to the staff as a teacher of the Personalized Curriculum Program, replacing James Carl las, who has resigned.

In the guise of Arthur Knodle, Marvin Laskev as

Holiday Suggests Theme for Senior Dance

"Chanson d'Amour" will be the theme to the Senior Dance at Mountain Field House on February 28, from 7 o'clock until midnight.

Students will dance to the strains of Bob Eberhart and his band.

The dress of course is semi-formal. Boys may wear dark suits and girls may wear party dresses or cocktail dresses. There will be no more corsages worn at the dance.

Pat Williams, chairman, has appointed the following for the dance, Publicity by buckets of Jimmy Berst, music by Vicki Fan and Carol Wolin.

The decorating committee will consist of the members of the Senior Dance Committee. The decorations will be made of lights, balloons, gold and red, and cups.

Any seniors who are interested in helping to decorate

New Members Begins Service In 'Congress'  

Kay Heerman, Beth Lloyd, and Lynn Wright are the new appointed members of the Youth Power Congress, which will hold its meeting at the Court House February 12.

They were chosen by vice-principal Howard Aier and interviewed by social worker Mary Lou Foxworth, although the interest of the students for an interested fourth student.

The council meeting will be made up of four representatives from each of the city schools and four representatives from each county school.

Nutritio and p hysical fitness are topics of discussion in the representatives. Discussed topics to be formed from the 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Two students will be chosen from this group to attend the state meeting of the Youth Power Congress, for three days at Michigan State. These two students will also attend the national meeting in Chicago, March 27-29.

---

FOUR JOIN TEACHING STAFF

FAY COSTELLO, Diane Zipes, and Sue Jackson prepare their materials for decorating the lobby of Ballenger Field House for the Senior Couple Dance. (Photo by Darrel Johnson.)
 Consideration—Losing Out?

It recently overheard this conversation between two students...

"What did you say was your answer for number four?

"3-414."

"No. I don’t think that’s right. When I worked it out I got 3-014."

"You’re crazy!"

The exchange occurred between a student and a student-teacher—one only incident involving rude inconsideration for student instructors. In the course of a week, I overheard a lecture on how to operate his classroom equipment, stood through a grammar correction, and endured repeated interruptions of an important lesson.

We are accustomed to hearing ill-mannered remarks tossed by students, usually tersely spoken and not usually by the language used is not intended to offend, nor is it received as such. But we are dealing with teachers—persons in authority, in a position to make matters more or less intended, rough, unmannerly terms have no place here.

It seems now that such obvious manifestations are what are expected, no wonder some students are shoddy courtesies. In many countries, and not too long ago in our own, the custom of addressing a teacher would have implied immediate expulsion from school and almost insurmountable shame of the individual.

In this case, the “guilty party” was not even excused from the class room.

Can we see that the fault lies not only with the students, but with the instructor as well, because he must set a pattern of respect that a greater fault is our not following that, demand it or not, a teacher, by virtue of his position, and for the maintenance of order and discipline, must have the right to demand it?

A student teacher faces even greater problems than does a regular instructor. In the first place, he, too, is a student, in the second, he is the instructor, and in the third, the student teacher faces even greater problems than any of these. In the first place, he, too, is a student, in the second, he is the instructor, and in the third, the student teacher faces even greater problems than any of these.

"Well, tell me, what is your answer for number four?

"3-414."

"No. I don’t think that’s right. When I worked it out I got 3-014."

"You’re crazy!"

The exchange occurred between a student and a student-teacher—one only incident involving rude inconsideration for student instructors. In the course of a week, I overheard a lecture on how to operate his classroom equipment, stood through a grammar correction, and endured repeated interruptions of an important lesson.

We are accustomed to hearing ill-mannered remarks tossed by students, usually tersely spoken and not usually by the language used is not intended to offend, nor is it received as such. But we are dealing with teachers—persons in authority, in a position to make matters more or less intended, rough, unmannerly terms have no place here.

It seems now that such obvious manifestations are what are expected, no wonder some students are shoddy courtesies. In many countries, and not too long ago in our own, the custom of addressing a teacher would have implied immediate expulsion from school and almost insurmountable shame of the individual.

In this case, the “guilty party” was not even excused from the class room.

Can we see that the fault lies not only with the students, but with the instructor as well, because he must set a pattern of respect that a greater fault is our not following that, demand it or not, a teacher, by virtue of his position, and for the maintenance of order and discipline, must have the right to demand it?

A student teacher faces even greater problems than does a regular instructor. In the first place, he, too, is a student, in the second, he is the instructor, and in the third, the student teacher faces even greater problems than any of these.

"Well, tell me, what is your answer for number four?

"3-414."

"No. I don’t think that’s right. When I worked it out I got 3-014."

"You’re crazy!"
Auto Group Requires 5 To Continue
Road Rovers hope to get their eight week second semester under way to a successful start with a meeting to tomorrow morning in the auto shop. Whether or not the on-"gram" materializers will depend upon whether at least 25 boys have signed up for future activity.

Applications are still being taken, and anyone interested should sign up with Charles Clark, sponsor, in the auto shop.

There will be a registration fee of $2.00 to defray expenses of the group.

Each Saturday there are work periods, 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., and the fee is refundable at the end of the year.

After activities get underway for a week or two, club officers will be elected and a definite program will be planned.

During the work periods, club members may work on their own cars or old fellow Road Rovers, or anyone interested in automotive repair or a hobby of that sort.

JRC Attack Fair Display
Members of the Junior Red Cross council have started work on their project. The fair, to be presented at the JRC Council meeting on Monday March 12, will be a fair to be presented at the Red Cross Club House the evening of that date.

The fair will be composed of various displays which will be decorated by JRC Council's junior members. The displays will be made up of various American scenes. Later on this will be expanded to include other scenes of JRC.

At the council's last meeting, the council discussed what to do in order to make the Red Cross meeting more accessible to students.

Next month's issue will feature JRC's activities. Dan Evans, president of the club, welcomed the group and explained the curriculum and activities of the group. He also plans to hold a special meeting for handicapped children.

Auto Group requires 5 to continue.

Sophomores Solicit Sweatshirts
During the weekend of February 26, the Biology Club members took a field trip to the University of Michigan Medical School in Ann Arbor. Anger.

Sponsored by their sponsors, Edward Wright, biology teacher, they toured the anatomy laboratories, the University Hospital, and various research laboratories.

The trip coincided with the club's current activity of studying embryology.

**EXPRESSING HER LOVE OF DRAWINGS in her art work is Diane Childers, Junior. Diane created this sculptured horse's head from red clay which she then glazed with a metallic brown. (Photo by Darrell Johnson)**

Two Choices Before S.U.
Student Council vice president Louie Fargo, is currently working on a project to find out what kind of "health assembly" the students of Central would find most interesting for the fall.

The program will be decided by an assembly. At present, the Student Council members are working with the Health Council to be able to provide the students with different groups.

If a questionnaire is used, the type of the fair will take place in January.

The purpose of the remodeling of the auditorium, the assembly hall, will take place until next fall.

The next Health Council meeting will be held in the community room at 3:30 on Thursday, March 8.

All sophomores received a letter telling them the test will be held on Friday, January 26, and the test will be retaken in May.

Junior and seniors, referred by their teachers, will be tested.

For all teachers or school employees who would like an opportunity to have the opportunity, an appointment may be made through the nurses, Mrs. Mary Lou Foxworthy.

El Salvadorian's Follow Busy Schedule
El Salvador's national university at the capital, San Salvador, has approximately 1,000 students.

Thursday night, after the arrival at High Airports of the students were introduced to their host families at a special dinner given in Central's...
Swimmers Organize Show
With the commencement of the second semester, the Syn-chronized swimming class also starts. Miss Patricia Odgers and Mrs. Susan Jakovich, girls' gym instructors, chose the members of the class on the basis of a tryout following two days of practice.

The tryout consisted of a standing front dive, the breast stroke, the front crawl, a surface dive, ballet leg, back dolphin, a flip, and the back crawl.

As a result, 32 members were chosen to be in this sixth hour class, which sometimes extends until 5:30. Chosen were Cindy Baird, Kay Beebe, Stille Jo Burnes, Pat Capper, Diana Childers, Tonya Davison, Delores DelPalley, Debra Donockski, Vicki Fan, Doris Gannon, Linda gravel, Jean Haile, and Ruth Gulth.

Others who will be in the class are Sandy, Sharon, Shirley Harrison, Jeanne Harron, Nancy Higginbothom, Sue Jackson, Barbara Kaczynski, Linda Koppelberger, and Charlotte Kinkel.

Lois Livesay, Barbara Lueck, Joanne MackArthur, Maureen Mallory, Diane Michelson, Holly Montgomery, Martha Patter, Shelly Stevens, Mary Jo Walker, and Merrily Wat-ters were also picked.

This past week has been spent in deciding on a theme for the show which will be April 25, 26, and 27. The next step is to divide the girls into numbers according to height and ability, so that they can decide on what they will portray and can begin the choreography for their numbers.

The Crest will be sold May 3-7.

Marshall High School
Chicago, Ill.

One reading of a last will and testament which was not a writer occasion took place January 9.

Seniors from Marshall, grad-uated January 23.

Part of the "entertainment" for the group was the reading of the class prophecy, their last will and testament.

The Crest is a student publication which originally grew out of the English department.

Patria Odgers

James Madison High School
Flint, Michigan

Madison High School went away from their winterhome themes and settled on their January 11 frolic "Buckaroos".

Faculty and students, to send additional spirit, purchased cowboy hats during school hours and at the dance, which was held in the cafeteria from 3 to 11 pm.

The student and teacher with the best Western costume each won an award.

Refreshments consisted of French fries and chokes.

Bay City Central High School
Bay City, Michigan

Cost, the best of Bay City Central's literary talent, set its deadline for submission of materials at January 25.

The Crest is a student publication which originally grew out of the English department.

ART SUPPLIES
Ferguson's Art Shop
328 E. Second St.
Flint 3, Michigan

Fashions for Cats, Bows, Wrappings
GREAT LAKES GREETINGS
489 Detroit St. CE 3-3660

Comes and see our lovely new selections of Long and Short Formulas. New glowing colors or while over your Junior or Senior Perm. Sizes from 5 up.

ALL GENTLY PRICED

Ski Club President Jim Ryder shows club vice-president Merilyn Waters how to do a "calf turn." Although the turn didn't work, you can be sure that all club members will get a lot of instruction at the many ski resort areas in the state.

(Photographs by Darrel Johnson)

Career Corner
Will you please print some information on newspaper report­ing, educational requirements, what the job entails, and salary?

Perhaps the best known newspaper job is that of the reporter, whose main task is to gather facts as completely and accurately as possible. On large papers the reporter may have a special "beat" to cover. Usually, the reporter will go outside the newsroom to gather news and then return to the city desk to write his story.

The would-be journalist must have an untiring curiosity, the ability to absorb and remember facts, an knack for digging out a story. We must enjoy writing and reading and have pride of workmanship.

An increasing number of newspapers prefer to hire people who have a broad college background with some training in journalism.

Many of the qualities needed for a professional career in newspaper work can be developed through the experience and education offered by college journalism programs, which are concerned basically with disciplining the student in terms of the tools of the trade.

The newspaperman must be able to work with words, think clearly, take good notes, and type well. Journalism depart-ments and schools concentrate on developing these skills in connection with a liberal arts background.

Although it is generally agreed that journalism train­ning provides the best back-ground for newspaper work, it is possible to qualify for this field through work in liberal arts.

College training should in-chide courses in English, spe­cialized writing, sociology, pol­itical science, economics, his­tory, and psychology.

A fine Bowler!

Attention! Central Ski Club Members
Here you'll find everything for all skiers; beginners, intermediates and experts. Start out with correct equipment, properly outfitted!

Flint Tent & Awning
Free and Easy Parking at Our Door
Open Mon. and Fri. till 9 P.M.

KING CIGAR CO.
3202 E. COURT STREET

BUY PLANTERS PRODUCTS
IN OUR CAFETERIA

Became a Hairstylist and Beauty Expert with America's Finest Training

or

Have a Shampoo and Set Without Appointment

Joan Claire Beauty College
226 S. Saginaw Street
Phone CE 4-7971

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

Michigan's Most Modern School of Cosmetology

Michigan's Most Modern School of Cosmetology

Attention! Central Ski Club Members
Here you'll find everything for all skiers; beginners, intermediates and experts. Start out with correct equipment, properly outfitted!

Flint Tent & Awning
Free and Easy Parking at Our Door
Open Mon. and Fri. till 9 P.M.

1029 Industrial
Close Wins
‘Grav’ Hair Of Mentor

With a record of five victories and only one defeat, most coaches would bask in a warm glow over the conquests of their team.

Sophomore basketball coach Jack Ewing, however, hasn't had time to bask in his glory for he has had time to spend; his time is spent practicing with the six games played by his sophomore team and their opponents.

The point margins between the sophomore team and its opponents is only 3.3 points per game, as they have scored 275 points to 285 for their opponents.

As long as they continue to win, whether it is by one point or 30, Coach Ewing said, "We’ll take them."

Ewing has shifted his lineup considerably to find a winning combination. Even at this late date in the season, Ewing said, "No job is safe, those who hustle will play."

---

Student Cagers Organize Talent In Mott League

Replacing intramural basketball this season is Mott Thursday Night Basketball League. Essentially the same as IMU, the program is open to Central students comprising two leagues of 16 teams.

The "AA" League is primarily -fortified with seniors and boys displaying good basketball skill and quite of varsity caliber. The "A" League is mostly made up of Central students comprising two leagues of 16 teams.

The "AA" League has three undefeated teams going into the third week of play. The leaders are: The Bird-Trotters, The Mott-Matte and The Scoreless Wonders, all with 2 wins, 0 lost record.

In the "A" League, the only remaining unbeaten team is the Bird-Trotters with a 2 won, 0 lost record.

The Mott-Matte League is composed of mostly boys of the junior and sophomore classes.

The "AA" League has three undefeated teams going into the third week of play. The leaders are: The Bird-Trotters, The Mott-Matte and The Scoreless Wonders, all with 2 wins, 0 lost record.

---

Junior Varsity Mat Members Compile Record Win Streak

Wrestling seems to be on the upsurge this season at Central. The varsity has compiled the best record in mat history with a five and one won-lose record.

Not to be outdone, the JV wrestlers have also designed an enviable mark. They have defeated four out of four opponents. The scores have ranged from as close as 25-17 over Pontiac, to a 40 to eight smashing of Southwestern. Port Huron and Bendle have also netted defeat at the hands of the "little" grapplers. Their best strength lies at the top and bottom of the weight scale, 95 and 103 pounds, Cal Burn and Tom McInerney, respectively, and heavyweights Tom Pierson and Norm Waiters have been the most impressive so far.

Other fine marks have been chalked up by John Fletcher, Bob Fowlkes, Bob Leslie and Dirk Madaras.

Fowlkes, Leslie, and Mar- daras have been boosted by Coach Dean Ludwig to the varsity for their outstanding work.

Coach Ludwig has highly praised with the work of the JV's and has indicated that more boys are being considered to join the varsity squad before the season ends.

Although the record is the best that the JV's have ever amassed, and this fine job may prove to be important in Ludwig's future plans, he warned that, "There is a great difference between the JV and varsity level and the only way to move up is to work."

---

Balance Proves Key In JV's Win String

Outstanding team balance has carried the JV basketball squad to a record of ten victories without a defeat. Counting three of those wins last year, the unbeaten string stands at 13 games.

The scoring is evenly bal- anced among six men, with a team average of 62.6 points per game. Shooting percent- ages are also holding up very well.

Of the starting five, Ken Baker is shooting 55 percent from the floor. Ernie Van Buren is shooting 41 percent. Dale Blissangame, 41 percent, Lorry Blissangame, 39 per- cent.

Jim Richards, the sixth man, is chalking up a fine 51 per cent. Scoring averages of the first six are very close to each other, which also signifies balance. Ken Baker also has the best free throw percent- age with 82 per cent.

Rebounding has been led by LeRoy Blissangame with 67. Ernie Van Buren with 54. However, Ken Baker and Jim Richards have battled well on the boards. Glenn Bilinas has also become a dependable man when brought off the bench.

The guards have shown steady improvement, spurring the JV successes. With the strength of Ron Barnett and Dale Blissangame, both in shooting and in defense, the starting lineup is left without a weakness. Lloyd Cabell is also beginning to fill in and give some needed reserve at guard.

The bench is beginning to reveal the depth that comes with balance. Bilinas, Cabell, and Richards are already proving their worth.

Certainly balance in scor- ing, rebounding, and personnel have brought the JV boys quick success. But a lately found love for defense is in- suring the victories. The little Indians have held the opposition to a sparse 39 points per game average.

The JV's have spiked the nets at a free 37.2 percentage. Can the victory string con- tinue and the championship be won? With outstanding team balance and tenacious defense, it is possible.
Understudy Cager Shows Fine Outlook

Varsity Basketball Mentor Joe Dowdy has coached some interesting cagers in his tenure at Central. Possibly one of the most unique figures he has ever tutored is senior guard George Wooten, "the splendiferous splitter." George, who receives his alias from his 6’11”, 235 pound frame, will probably never start a game as a varsity hooper. He must even see an awful lot of action as a substitute. Yet his perseverance and dedication to his chosen sport will remain a tribute to the athlete.

As a sophomore, Wooten was a starter on the tenth grade squad. In his junior year, he saw some action on the JV’s. A superb crop of sophomore talent limited his action to relief roles, and dedication to his grade squad. In his junior he have daunted the spirit of some, but not Wooten. He proved he had the stuff, which then came on strong in the summer league to help win the title for Central’s basketball representatives.

"George’s major drawback this year, and this, of course, plums," said Dowdy, "is that there are an awful lot of good boys in front of him. I have nothing but praise for him, and would not be afraid to play him if occasion should arise.

As a sophomore, Wooten did not get into a cage battle, his good shot, his nifty hands, and natural quickness make the opposition wish that there is a wheels that come to play. Many disgruntled bench sitters, plus starters with poor outlooks could profit by practicing this hoop aspirant’s fine attitude.

Swimming Won-Lost Record Doesn’t Show True Picture

Scanning over Central’s swimming team, one finds it is not easy to believe that their record stands at but three wins and five losses.

The picture becomes clearer when the point spread of the last three defeats is revealed. Inning discrepancies, Central swimmers have lost three consecutive meets by a combined total of nine points. The presence of excellent swimming talents on a squad with a score record is better understood.

The dependability of junior Jessie Taylor continues to be amazing. Versatility is just another of his keynote’s. He can put anywhere and still come through with a victory.

Bruce Harris, another junior, is doing an outstanding job in the backstroke. He has taken three firsts, and three times has finished a very close second.

"Tom Bottrell, only a sophomore, is called by Coach Wally Sharp the best sprinter to come along in years." Bottrell is the tribe’s "Sprint King," Tom has been used as an anchor man for the relay team. When he is used, the relay team seldom loses.

Bill Austin and John Edwards, a sophomore and junior respectively, have been consistent point producers in the 400 yard free style. Austin has placed second five times to date, and Edwards has placed third as often up to this time.

Central’s Rick Travel and Tom Savage have been outstanding. They are two of the top boys in the state, and are so close in abilities that their final scores differ only a fraction of a point.

With their rugged competition behind them, breakthroughs. Bottrell and Ibley are expected to begin winning the close ones for first places. Both boys are fine performers.

Certainly, with personnel like this, the Indian timber recorded its best results with the expected help from Ed Bottrell and Ibley, and the continued brilliance of the others, it’s probable that the smart point men might not be shied from defeat to victory.

Three Units Top League In Bowling

As the tenth week of the Girls’ bowling season comes to an end, three teams hold top honors.

A team composed of Dennis Charles,座an, and Sharon Rose, seniors, and Judy Wright and Kathy Holloway, juniors, is in first place on the strength of a record of 14 for record. Sharon Rose, with a hand of 277, holds a tournament high average of 144. She also bowled a tournament high game of 193 with no handi cap.

Nancy Rubner, Linda Hobstine, Jane Bigler, and Mary Crook, sophomores, placed second, just one pin behind Terry Guerry, Holly Montgomery, Cap Burns, and Kathy Middleton, seniors.

The management of the Twentieth Century Lanes will provide as a prize for each girl on the first place team.

There has been a major problem in trying to place Terry Guerry, secretary, with teams as well as individuals dropping out of the league.

Of ten original teams, there are six now using the books. Of these, four or five usually bowl, and sometimes they are not complete.

If an individual girl would like to bowl, she may be placed on a team if she contacts Terry or Mrs. Sue Jackovich, sponsor.

Tribe, Colts Do Battle In City Cage Classic

Days of the old West may come back with many feet tonight when a band of Indians tries to pull ahead of Colts into harness.

Followers of the Redskin are naturally hoping for the human element to triumph over the animal representation in tonight’s 8:00 battle between Central and Southwestern at the latter’s gym. A triumph for Terry or Dolby could mean a Red and Black roundballers if they hope to stay in contention for Saginaw Valley laurels.

They are currently tied with Pontiac Central for the runner-up spot in the league scramble with a 62 mark. Leading the loop with an 86 record is Saginaw Arthur Hill.

Central braves appear to be on the rebound after suffering a humiliating 0:54 loss to lowly Bay City Handy on January 28.

Last Friday’s 7:16 conquest of Saginaw High caused basketball mentor Joe Dowdy to remark, "It feels great to have a basketball team again.

Despite their unprofitable 0:56 Valley record, the Colts aren’t to be regarded lightly. In their February 1 battle with Pontiac Central it took a 30 foot jump shot by Lester Hardman in the last second to give the Chiefs a 56-55 win. This Pontiac team, minus 64 Hardman, who is regarded by some as an equal to Evans Thomas, Saginaw’s all-state star of last year, lost to Central by a mere 45-44 margin.

The desire for revenge would add to the hood pounder’s hopes for a win. It is doubtful that many of these cagers have forgotten the 83-31 blitz handed them by Central on December 14, 1962.

Their snowy job over Southwestern plus a 59-49 win over Northern on January 20 has given the Indians the lead in the battle for the title symbolic of Flint prep hoop supremacy. A winning effort tonight would assure the Tribe of at least a share of the city title.

If the hardcourt aspirants put forth the unity and strong play they are capable of, they should clinch a portion of the championship. The Bay City Handy barely defeated what can happen if they don’t.

Perfect Token of Sentiment

BLACKSTONE or Pearl Ring

THE BEST RING for your BEST GIRL!

SPECIAL AT ONLY

$9.95

50c A WEEK

REMARKABLE!! Available in two-tone gold or all white gold.

HIRSCH Jewelers

YOU ALWAYS GET MORE FROM THE IREVIN HIRSCH STORES

everybody’s singing

the praises of . . .

WHITE LEVS!

Sanforized twill in the popular off-white and desert tones

NOW! available at

A.M. DAVISON’S

For Your Bowling Pleasure!

CENTURY LANES 705 E. Second Ave.